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Here is just a small sample of some of the things you will learn in the Affiliate Compass: * Exactly what

you need in order to get on the fast, exciting and extremely profitable road to affiliate success once and

for all! * The best places to get your reliable web hosting and domain names for your network of affiliate

promoting websites (you'll need this to get online and get started on the road to long term affiliate

success) * Exactly what your affiliate promotion website should look like and where to go to get cheap,

high quality graphics and web design (your website should look simple and easy on the eyesthat's great

because it's both cheap and effective!) * The absolute easiest, simplest and yet one of the most effective

and profitable ways to get started on becoming a successful affiliate! (you won't believe how simple and

easy this isyou can be up and running in under an hour!) * Exactly how you can use Blogging to drive

massive traffic to the websites you are promoting PLUS what Blog and Ping service to use and how to

make sure your Blog keeps people coming back for more. * The easy and incredibly simple way to

choose a profitable topic or niche for your first affiliate promoting website (in order to increase your profit

potential, you must make sure your site is targeted to a certain topicthe more targeted it is, the more

profitable it will be!) * Exactly how and where to find great content for your website if you don't feel like

spending hours creating it yourself (this is a great shortcut that will enable you to focus more on making

huge sums of money rather than writing articles :) * All the things you should watch out for when buying

content for your website to make sure you get the best content available and your money's worth. * A
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simple guide to Search Engine Optimization, which is an awesome and very cheap way to get free and

extremely targeted search engine traffic that will generate sales! * Exactly how you can make your

websites extremely easy to edit and link with other websites you own or with link partners (editing

websites is a pain in the butt, this simple method will save you hours!) * A simple way to save huge

amounts of money when making new websites (with this simple method, you'll be able to make as many

extra websites as you like without spending more money) * Simple and easy ways to pump your website

full of traffic, and exactly where to submit your site in order to drive a great wave of traffic to the affiliate

websites you are promoting. * Things you much watch out for in order to avoid becoming another affiliate

that fell short of success. * Exactly how to use forums and press releases to generate extra traffic to your

website (these are great and easy ways to quickly generate a nice surge of traffic and get extra sales) *

And much, much more! All new and updated!
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